
1. Use the key to turn the lock to
the unlocked position witch 
makes the keyhole horizontal

2. Fully extend both rails. Locate the release lever 
below and inside the slide rail directly in front of 
the storage bin
Keyhole side, pull lever DOWN to release rail
Non keyhole side, push lever UP to release rail
 

3. Remove both Rails and 
set Pelican Drawer aside

4. Locate cardboard mounting template.
Face tabs toward front of surface and 
tape the template to the underside of 
the work surface where the drawer is 
to be mounted 

“Tabs”

Surfa
ce

5. Place each rail below the tabs of the
template and secure with the 
provided screws

6. Recycle Cardboard template

7. Slide pelican drawer onto 
mounted rails

8. Lock with Key

Pelican Drawer Mounting
Rail Guide Template
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Required Tools: 
#2 Phil l ips Screwdriver

QTY Part Name
01 Pelican Drawer
01 Rail Guide Mounting Template
06 Screws
01 Key

Contents:

8. Slide pelican drawer onto mounted rails 9. Lock with Key

5. Locate cardboard mounting template.
Face tabs toward front of surface and 
tape the template to the underside of 
the work surface where the drawer is 
to be mounted 

6. Align each rail below the tabs alongside
template perimeter.
Secure rails to surface with the 
provided screws

7. Recycle Cardboard template

“Tabs”

Surfa
ce

Tape
Template

Side 02: Flip over to begin installation1. Use the key to turn the lock to
the unlocked position wich 
makes the keyhole horizontal 2. Fully extend both rails. 

3. Locate the Rail Release Levers.
Slide your hand along the inside of 
the rail along the drawer.
Each rail has a release lever on the
inside of the rail just in front of the 
storage bin.
On the keyhole side, pull lever DOWN to release rail
On the non keyhole side, push lever UP to release rail   

Rail Release Lever
Storage Bin

Keyhole side
Non Keyhole side

Side 01: Flip over to complete installation

4. Remove both Rails and set 
Pelican Drawer aside


